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Lisbon Declaration - EU Africa Summit  
(Lisbon, 8-9 December, 2007) 
The Lisbon Summit, bringing together the European Union and Africa, has offered us a 
unique opportunity jointly to address the common contemporary challenges for our 
continents, in the year that we celebrate the 50th anniversary of the European integration 
and the 50th anniversary of the beginning of the independence of Africa.  
We have come together in awareness of the lessons and experiences of the past, but also in 
the certainty that our common future requires an audacious approach, one that allows us to 
face with confidence the demands of our globalizing world.  
Since our first gathering in 2000 in Cairo, much has changed. In Africa we have witnessed 
the creation of the African Union, which offers a new continental framework for 
addressing African issues and has become a recognised voice for the continent, and of its 
economic instrument, NEPAD. In Europe, the EU has grown in membership and scope, 
deepening its process of integration and acquiring new responsibilities in the world. On a 
global scale, we have today an increased understanding of our vital interdependence and 
are determined to work together in the global arena on the key political challenges of our 
time, such as energy and climate change, migration or gender issues.     
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In recognition of our ambitions, and of all that we share today and have shared in the past, 
we are resolved to build a new strategic political partnership for the future, overcoming the 
traditional donor-recipient relationship and building on common values and goals in our 
pursuit of peace and stability, democracy and rule of law, progress and development.  
We will develop this partnership of equals, based on the effective engagement of our 
societies, in order to achieve significant results in our fundamental commitments, namely: 
the attainment of the Millennium Development Goals; the establishment of a robust peace 
and security architecture in Africa; the strengthening of investment, growth and prosperity 
through regional integration and closer economic ties; the promotion of good governance 
and human rights; and the creation of opportunities for shaping global governance in an 
open and multilateral framework.  
We are determined to give this new strategic partnership the necessary means and 
instruments that will enable it to fulfil the Joint Strategy and the Action Plan that we have 
adopted today, and to do so we have created a comprehensive and effective follow-up 
mechanism that can deliver on these goals and show us the results on the occasion of the 
Third Summit that shall be held in 2010.  
We believe that this Summit will be remembered as a moment of recognition of maturity 
and transformation in our continent to continent dialogue, opening new paths and 
opportunities for collective action for our common future.  
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